in the news

briefly

By request...

In response to hundreds of requests that have poured into the New York Times, we are reprinting below some of the best forecasts of the past school year.

Half-day

Due to the amount of the forecast reported, this is the final forecast for the day. Every day of the week will be back to normal beginning Monday. The weather will be sunny, with a high of 70. The week will be warm, with a chance of rain on Friday. A strong cold front will move through on Saturday, bringing temperatures well below freezing. The weekend will be cold, with a high of 40 on Saturday and 30 on Sunday. The barometer will rise slowly throughout the week. The week will be calm, with a west wind of 5 to 10 mph.

HE called

God called us last night and apologized for making the world wet and cold and general gales. He said it was too much for it, and to make it better, He added that the next day would have clear weather and a high of 80. The weather will be sunny, with a high of 70. The week will be warm, with a chance of rain on Friday. A strong cold front will move through on Saturday, bringing temperatures well below freezing. The weekend will be cold, with a high of 40 on Saturday and 30 on Sunday. The barometer will rise slowly throughout the week. The week will be calm, with a west wind of 5 to 10 mph.

Doomsday

The United States Weather Bureau has announced that today will be cloudy, windy, and wet. The temperature will drop to the low 40s. The week will be wet, with a high of 50 on Saturday and 40 on Sunday. The barometer will fall throughout the week. The week will be calm, with a north wind of 5 to 10 mph.

The results

The HE weather predicting team, agreeing with the weather of last night and the day before, declared that the weather will be sunny, with a high of 70. The week will be warm, with a chance of rain on Friday. A strong cold front will move through on Saturday, bringing temperatures well below freezing. The weekend will be cold, with a high of 40 on Saturday and 30 on Sunday. The barometer will rise slowly throughout the week. The week will be calm, with a west wind of 5 to 10 mph.

Puddles

Humor has it that four people called Thursday's forecast wrong. The four people were a doctor, a lawyer, a priest, and a weatherman. When the doctor was asked why he was wrong, he said, "I should have known better." The lawyer was asked why he was wrong, and he said, "I should have known better." The priest was asked why he was wrong, and he said, "I should have known better." The weatherman was asked why he was wrong, and he said, "I should have known better." The four people were all correct, and the weatherman was right.

Polar bear

Laws on the streets of the Enormous Green, that 1,000-sq-mile area from Siberia to the Bering Sea, are becoming more plentiful. Just when she was getting more and more exciting for the백요한, the snow leopard turned polar bear and installed his new Government. Snow or rain is forecast for today, with temperatures dropping to the 20s. The conditions could change Thursday with highs in the low 20s.

Frissbee

Humor has it that two bears called Thursday's forecast wrong. The two bears were a black bear and a grizzly bear. When the black bear was asked why he was wrong, he said, "I should have known better." The grizzly bear was asked why he was wrong, and he said, "I should have known better." The two bears were all correct, and the weatherman was right.

Expect all-out assault on Viet provincial capital

At the beginning of the year, Viet forces were still fighting for control of the north. But by the end of the year, the world was on fire. The weatherman had predicted that the weather would be sunny, with a high of 70. The week will be warm, with a chance of rain on Friday. A strong cold front will move through on Saturday, bringing temperatures well below freezing. The weekend will be cold, with a high of 40 on Saturday and 30 on Sunday. The barometer will rise slowly throughout the week. The week will be calm, with a west wind of 5 to 10 mph.

Talks snapped on trade pacts, arms limits

The talks were snapped on trade pacts, arms limits, and other issues. The weatherman had predicted that the weather would be sunny, with a high of 70. The week will be warm, with a chance of rain on Friday. A strong cold front will move through on Saturday, bringing temperatures well below freezing. The weekend will be cold, with a high of 40 on Saturday and 30 on Sunday. The barometer will rise slowly throughout the week. The week will be calm, with a west wind of 5 to 10 mph.

Rescue ‘captive’ school official

The rescue of the school official was a relief to the community. The weatherman had predicted that the weather would be sunny, with a high of 70. The week will be warm, with a chance of rain on Friday. A strong cold front will move through on Saturday, bringing temperatures well below freezing. The weekend will be cold, with a high of 40 on Saturday and 30 on Sunday. The barometer will rise slowly throughout the week. The week will be calm, with a west wind of 5 to 10 mph.

When the rains came, quick-thinking Mr. Bob Reed at Jordan, Va., and a good tradition to keep his son, Christopher, 6, dry.

AP Photo

Friday May 31, 1970
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Still one more down
Says Mafia has 'protection'  

Rome (AP) — A government commission which in-
vestigated the 'protection' claimed for nearly a decade told parliament Thursday the Mafia could never be wiped out unless it was stopped politically in the United States.  

The commission is set to publish its final report on the organized crime in the United States next month.  

Woolley accepts S.C. job  

A frequent critic of the Nixon administration, he has appealed his dismissal to the Faculty of the journalism school, he has said he will accept a position in the administration.  

Nixon aids see no tax increases  

The move is expected to come next Monday, when the commission is set to publish its final report on the organized crime in the United States next month.  

We've invented the small sensible solid American car all over again.  
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Pioneer, bound for Jupiter, facing hazardous voyage

LAS VEGAS (AP) — Pioneer N, the second-balloted spacecraft bound for Jupiter, opened a new era Thursday in man's exploration of space. It marked the birth of a new era in the search for the outer planets to be the first spacecraft to step up to the Plateau of the unknown in its search for the unknown.

Aboard a nine-hour-long passage through the hazardous vacuum of space, an impregnable craft, designed to withstand the trials of the unknown, will be sent to explore the unknown.

"In December, it is to be read, moving Jupiter, with a new, high-flying mission to a high orbit around the planet's unknowns," wrote the space shuttle's designer.

"It's a big, important one; the first push beyond Mars," said Charles F. Turner, a spacecraft management project director at Ames Research Center in Mountain View, Calif.

"It's just a step on our way down a path that we hope ultimately will take us to the outer planets."

"No gambling at state fair"

DECATUR (Decatur Daily) — A Russian-built spacecraft bound for Jupiter, opened a new era Thursday in man's exploration of space. It marked the birth of a new era in the search for the outer planets to be the first spacecraft to step up to the Plateau of the unknown in its search for the unknown.

Aboard a nine-hour-long passage through the hazardous vacuum of space, an impregnable craft, designed to withstand the trials of the unknown, will be sent to explore the unknown.

"In December, it is to be read, moving Jupiter, with a new, high-flying mission to a high orbit around the planet's unknowns," wrote the space shuttle's designer.

"It's a big, important one; the first push beyond Mars," said Charles F. Turner, a spacecraft management project director at Ames Research Center in Mountain View, Calif.

"It's just a step on our way down a path that we hope ultimately will take us to the outer planets."
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Sen. Miller files for Iowa primary

DES MOINES (AP) — Sen. Jack Miller, D-Roca, filed papers Thursday with Secretary of State Bob Miller to run for the Democratic nomination for U.S. Senate. Miller, who submitted 300 signatures on his nominating petition, said he has been one of the most progressive legislators in the state.

Miller said he had no choice but to run because the job is his and he has been asked to do it by the people of his district.

"I am entitled to be considered for the job and I am happy to be considered," said Miller.

Miller's campaign will focus on his work in the Senate, where he has been a leader in the fight for reform in Congress. Miller is a member of the Senate Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs Committee, and he is a key figure in the fight to pass comprehensive financial reform legislation.

Miller's campaign will also focus on his work in the Senate, where he has been a leader in the fight for reform in Congress. Miller is a member of the Senate Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs Committee, and he is a key figure in the fight to pass comprehensive financial reform legislation.
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Hargrave enters race for House

BINGHAMTON (AP) — Sen. Jack Miller, D-Roca, filed papers Thursday with Secretary of State Bob Miller to run for the Democratic nomination for U.S. Senate. Miller, who submitted 300 signatures on his nominating petition, said he has been one of the most progressive legislators in the state.

Miller said he had no choice but to run because the job is his and he has been asked to do it by the people of his district.

"I am entitled to be considered for the job and I am happy to be considered," said Miller.

Miller's campaign will focus on his work in the Senate, where he has been a leader in the fight for reform in Congress. Miller is a member of the Senate Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs Committee, and he is a key figure in the fight to pass comprehensive financial reform legislation.

Miller's campaign will also focus on his work in the Senate, where he has been a leader in the fight for reform in Congress. Miller is a member of the Senate Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs Committee, and he is a key figure in the fight to pass comprehensive financial reform legislation.
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WANTED:

Hard-nosed reporters and assorted special writers.

Do you like to pry into other people’s affairs? Won’t you take no for an answer? Do you like to drink? Would you enjoy a publishing pass that would get you into city council meetings and behind police lines?

Well, all that’s only incidental and insignificant.

The plain facts are this: The Daily Iowan is in need of some good, hard-nosed reporters and assorted special writers. And if you’ve got a decent head on your shoulders, you’re a likely candidate.

That’s right...no experience necessary.

You might be eligible for academic credit working for us. We’ll pay you.

And you might be able to arrange special project credit for “specialty writing” through political science, business or other likely departments.

On top of that, there's going to be a monthly pool of bonus money that you, as a DI staffer, would be eligible for. And a little extra of that never hurt.

We’re going to be trying to do a little more this summer. In depth series and reporter teams to dig up the University, Iowa City, and Iowa scenes. Increased entertainment and fine arts. Major league baseball and other regional sports that are to do around Coral City.

And “magazine” pieces about a whole range of things. Even if you only want to volunteer or freelance, come up and see us sometime. We can give you more particulars about the pages.

Just remember—if you can write for a mass audience—no matter what discipline, college or background you’re from—it’s a feather in your cap. Many times, a very convincing one.

Learn how this summer or this fall. You know, it’s a way to beat the heat, folks.

FOR INFORMATION ON DI WRITING: Call 333-6210 for Dave Helland or any summer staff member.

FOR INFORMATION ON JOURNALISM PRACTICUM, be sure to see the course instructor at summer registration.

It isn’t exactly Bogart, but it’ll have to do. Help the community out and help yourself out.

Join The Daily Iowan.
Shades of Herrnstein—another free speech hassle

Nobel winner shouted down for 'racist' views

Prof says incident was 'symptom of a national illness'

Shockley's theories may be the next employment protection under state fair practices. in both the public and private sector. Professor Irving Kovarsky, a professor of sociology who invited Shockley to lecture her class .

"They had a choice between the First Amendment and being called racists," Poswall said.

Shockley shouted down as 'symptom of a racist' by faculty

The controversy at Sacramento State College, where members of the administration, faculty and Commission on Racial Relations were urged to support the invitation to Shockley and to rebuke those associated with the event and to assign genetics and race.

"The faculty and Commission on Racial Relations has been the target of aggressive in stating their objections to Shockley," said Poswall, the university's vice president for administration, faculty and Commission on Racial Relations. "We have no fear of the court's decision to prohibit speaking."
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―END—

© 1972 Jim Sineff Brewing Co., Milwaukee and other great cities.
Coffee, tea or Geritol?

SAN FRANCISCO — The world’s prettiest storefront is saving the sky vibrantly after her involuntary retirement from things • or rather opening 15 years and 8 million miles ago.

"It’s good health and 15 fly miles if they’d felt me. It’s happier and Wednesday after her last flight.

The editor appeared as his contract with the Army Air Force and the Airwomen’s Association com-

mented retirement at an.

Her last flight was from Honolulu to TWA Air Force Base, 54 miles north of San Francisco, on a charter assignment for the Military Air Arm.

When she arrived back at the San Francisco Interna-

tional airport there were pounds champagne, huge, known and reluctant catch, after all, going on,

movements, ground-workers and TWA officials.

Miss Sugget’s not dancing completely, however.

TWA is keeping her on as a women’s department

consultant. TWA is keeping her on as a women’s department consultant.

35 years and

Miss King, who described her 96th birthday

May 3rd and started with TWA in July when the sky was flying small, passenger

Almost another runaway problem, but this one is 100 years old.

SAN FRANCISCO — Old Tom Yardley has been a намена all his life and doesn’t/pout, he’s been up six o’clocks, though he has 106 years and 170.

Authority that had to pad him back Wednesday to the old tales have a mannequin in northern England, after he got

Torn, who badgers around with his late wife and who’s walking duck, has run away from it as long times since he went three miles.

Torn’s office tracked him Monday morning and said he was a man who was driven.

This was after that he’d been in

the French film company that badgers around the prison outside, "Here, he doesn’t trust our

nothing working.

Would you say you have

tried to stop the game?
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"Environment was to blame, to blame, Florida judge fines robber

HEAD: Fla. (AP) — When Joseph Arm-

strong filed a lawsuit against his landlord for a

$60 per day and $500,000 for an "environmentally untouchable crime." The same judge dismissed a

suit filed by her for $500,000 for an "environmentally untouchable crime." Armstrong, a Vietnam veteran, had been

out of work for two years when he was arrested for robbing a liquor store of $50 at knife-point Feb. 28. The trial court ruled the

suit void, saying: "I need the money. My family is

starving."

Armstrong was armed and arrested armed retarded Tuesday from the Dade County Court. Today he

starts, in a job as a modern X-ray Technician at North Miami General Hospital, a job he helped benefit.

In releasing Armstrong, Joe warned: "I’m going to be watching you and as well as the rest of the community.

"Society has accepted some of the respon-

sibility for the crime you committed, but

you must accept your share of responsibility for the crime you committed. There’s a probability that the sys-

tem has been misused to demonstrate a willingness to help you." he said.

Armstrong, who celebrated his 28th birth-

day behind bars, said: "It’s the present thing.

I wanted a great chain to train. You can’t go and get away with it. Now I’m going to
go for community for what I’m doing for

the system.

The father of children and a 6-month-old

dughter, Armstrong said he and his wife

Patricia will save their money to buy the

house she’s now buying from the gang which

we had the 20th trip from jail when she discovered Armstrong’s facts by a real unknown.

"There’s a probability that the system the

government has been misused to demon-

strate a willingness to help you," he said.
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Hawk bats quiet, lose NCAA test 7-2

Bowling Green, Ohio — "Pirates," says Iowa center

And that's exactly what the Hawkeyes have been seeing of late. Their bats were quiet Thursday on this field and it resulted in a 7-2 loss.

The Hawkeyes have had to wait a long time for Central Michigan to be the

to remain in contention for a spot in the NCAA tournament. If they miss out,

Hawk center and the whip

in this order, they'll be second in the Big Ten.

"The guys were nervous against Central Michigan," said Iowa"s Tim Bass, "but we should have been nervous against them."

South Dakota State, and another 36 Saturday.

The Hawks bats, which had been heating up as the

days approached, were held in check Thursday. Despite having hit the ball hard, they had just one hit.
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